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During this session you will hear from the two women who lead the team that brought 
down America’s most prolific sexual perpetrator, Larry Nassar, and who helped to 
empower hundreds of women to come forward and speak their truth while the world 
watched. What guided the presenters and their team was a commitment to handling the 
case in a trauma-informed, victim-centered, and offender-focused manner. Ms. 
Povilaitis, the lead prosecutor of the Nassar state prosecution, and Det./Lt. Munford, the 
detective in charge of the investigation, will offer insight on how to conduct a large 
scale, multi-victim investigation with victims scattered around the world, while navigating 
significant media attention. The presenters will reveal how the unique plea agreement 
was fashioned that resulted in an unprecedented and empowering sentencing hearing, 
as well as how to best support victims who are dealing with trauma uncovered decades 
after a crime. 
 
The presenters will also discuss how to identify and locate expert witnesses, how to 
work with plaintiffs’ civil attorneys, how to make charging decisions, and lessons learned 
along the way. Finally, the presenters will share key interrogation techniques used by 
the team on a prolific perpetrator who hid – in plain sight – behind the mask of respect, 
education, prestige, and Olympic and collegiate glory.  
 
Objectives 
 
As a result of this session, participants will be better able to: 

• Identify key concepts in victim-centered, offender-focused, and trauma-informed 
decision-making in the context of prosecution and investigation. 

• Examine strategies to manage a multi-victim media-intense case. 
• Execute creative strategies to create justice for victims. 

 


